Merle Thorpe Architects
presents
addition with pergola
An Award-winning Design Gracefully
Extends a Family’s Living Space Outdoors

Addition with Pergola
and a number of our other projects
can be seen on our website:

MerleThorpeArchitects.com
Merle Thorpe brings over 25 years’ experience as a practicing architect to his
diverse projects. Recognized for excellence in custom residential design, his work
has received numerous awards for distinctive residential architecture, including an
Award for Excellence from the DC Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.
for further infor mation
please contact: M e r l e @ M e r l e Th o r p e A rc h i t e c t s . c o m
3235 p street, nw · washington, dc 20007
tel 202 · 298 · 7771 · fax 202 · 298 · 7776

addition with pergola
An Award-winning Design Gracefully Extends a Family’s Living Space Outdoors
Our firm also designs house additions that dramatically enhance a family’s use of its
property. While the primary purpose of additions is usually to enlarge a family’s interior
living space, our work with this house in Bethesda, Maryland shows how a well-integrated
landscape and building design can transform an unwieldy backyard into a graceful outdoor
extension of that living space. In 1996, the design won an Award for Distinctive Residential
Architecture from the National Capital Chapter of the American Institute of Architects.
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plan of the original structure

plan with addition and pergola
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east elevation/ before

Before our work, this suburban house sat
awkwardly on its site, unconnected to its
rich natural landscape of mature woodland plantings and high tree canopy. The
backyard was dominated by a basementlevel concrete terrace, garage and driveway, with ground floor access limited to a
stairway leading from a kitchen service
door.
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east elevation / after

The two-story addition behind the kitchen provides a family
room and home office on the ground floor and a study and
bathroom above. The backyard was in-filled with eight feet of
soil to bring the addition to the ground floor’s grade level.
This presented the opportunity to add a new pergola and terrace to one side of the new family room, and a gently sloping
lawn to the newly planted rear garden. This combination of
landscape and building design work effectively reclaimed the
backyard for the family’s home life.
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family room
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study

Large windows and french doors with side lights
and clerestory infuse the family room with radiant natural light, while subtly refocusing the
residence to the rear garden. A careful selection
of details and materials reinforce the role of
the addition as mediator of the family’s interior
and exterior living space
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